Yangzhou——

A CITY FOR LIVING, TOURING AND STARTING UP BUSINESS
A historical and cultural famous city with 2,500 years history, Yangzhou is hometown of the Chinese Former President Mr. Jiang Zemin.

To build Yangzhou a renowned city glorious with ancient culture and modern civilization.

---Jiang Zemin
• Easy access
• Prosperities in history

Flourishing Scene of Yangzhou in Tang Dynasty
• Build and manage city with modern concepts while preserving its tradition and history
• Aim at making Yangzhou a renowned city glorious with ancient culture and modern civilization
• Carry out all-round protection and conservation of the old city, and improve living environment within the old city
• UN-Habitat Scroll of Honor in 2006
• Protect Grand Canal heritage

Night View of Yangzhou Ancient Canal
Evaluation on canal heritage sites in Yangzhou by UNESCO experts
• Promote ecological protection and sustainable development

Urban Green Areas
• Globalization and China's Opening-up has linked the ancient Yangzhou closely with the modern world.
• 1,600 Foreign-invested companies in Yangzhou including over 30 Fortune 500 companies
Tourism is a key area for the city's industrial development.

Visit Yangzhou in Flowery Spring
• International brand hotels

Shangri-La

Crown Plaza
• International conventions and meetings in Yangzhou
• Yangzhou section of the Beijing-Hangzhou Grand Canal

Dongguan Ancient Ferry on Canal
Slender West Lake, a fine example of Chinese lake gardens and tops the Most Beautiful Places of Jiangsu
Chinese traditional handicrafts: Yangzhou lacquer wares, paper cuts, jade carving, etc.
Delicious Huaiyang food, one of the four major schools of the Chinese cuisine

Yangzhou Fried Rice  Wensi Toufu  Lion Head
• A city’s future lies in the young.
• Attract more young people to work or start up their own business
Mr. Morales, former chief representative of Panama to China:
Find China in Yangzhou
Famous Hollywood director Chris D. Nebe:
Yangzhou, City of Timeless Culture
Former UN Under-Secretary-General Ms. Anna Tibaijuka: Yangzhou is a city full of smiling faces.
Thank you!